
1) a: the institution, system, or practice of censoring
    b: the action or practices of censors; especially: censorial
        control exercised repressively
2)   the office, power, or term of a Roman censor
3)   exclusion from consciousness by the psychic censor

Cen sor  ship Eth  ics

Censorship in the Classroom To Censor or Not to Censor
Pros:
   Protects children from offensive and possibly damaging material

   Maintains parental control over what their child is exposed to

   Makes teachers aware of values of the community they teach in

Cons: 
   Violation of First Amendment: public schools have to adhere as 
   closely as possible to the ideas of of the First Amendment which 
   censorship violates

   Possibility of teacher’s bias affect what is censored

   “censorship based on individual sensitivities and concerns 
   restricts the world of knowledge available to students”

   Censoring limits available teaching materials which hinders 
   how teacher’s can reach and motivate their students
 

             Shit in the Art Classroom: 
           the Shifting Line
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1)  a system of moral principles: the ethics of culture
2)  the rules of conduct recognized in respect to a particular class 
     of human actions or a particular group, culture, etc. 
3)  moral principles as of an individual
4)  branch of philosophy dealing with values relating to human 
     conduct, with respect to the rightness and the wrongness of 
     certain actions and to the goodness and the badness of the 
     motives and ends of such actions
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“Censorship more often involves social issues, and in school 
is commonly directed at so-called ‘controversial’ materials.” 

Contoversial subjects: Sexuality, religion, race and 
ethnicity are some of the most common issues addressed 
by the parents of students

***Of more than 5,000 challenges recorded by the 
American Library Assocication for over 8 years:

1,299  sexually explicit content
1,134  offensive language in material 
1,062  material unsuited to age group 
744    complaint about an occult theme or promoting the occult or Satanism
474    objections about homosexual issues or promoting homosexuality 

Other reasons for objecting to materials included:
276    nudity
219    racism
190    sex education content
186    Anti-family sentiments 
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